
Hey there- 
We’re Tauni and Brent, AKA Grandma & Grandpa Beck. We develop each of our games around our 
kitchen table with the help of our 5 kids, their spouses, and our I7 grandkids. We hope you have 
as much fun playing them as we do creating them! 
               From our family to yours,

ANTIQUITY QUESTTM: 2-8 PLAYERS, 30-45 Minutes, ages 10+
Compete with other players individually or in teams of two as you strive to complete collections of antiquities from 
6 ancient civilizations. Perfect collections, which contain no duplicates will earn you the most prestige, but others 
will try to prevent you from completing these collections by sabotaging them by adding antiquities of their own. 
Includes 220 beautifull illustrated cards, 6 player reference boards, Rule Book with instructions for the Basic Game 
and Advanced Play, and Score Pad.  Great for date night, or game night with the whole family! Play with 2-8 
players. Choose to play as individuals, or in teams of 2!

COVER YOUR KINGDOMTM: 2-8 PLAYERS, 20-30 Minutes, AGES 9+
Cover Your Kingdom in a spin-off of our highest rated and best selling game Cover Your Assets. You’ll 
each assume the role of a Ruler of your very own Magical Kingdom. Unfortunately, the Kingdoms are 
devoid of Magic. Your job is to recruit Punderful Magical Creatures, like UniqueHorns, Sighclops, and 
Peglegasus, to join your realm. Your rival Rulers have the same job, they also need Magical Creatures 
for their Kingdoms, and they will do everything they can to poach yours! Highly competitive and 
hilariously engaging, with compelling, yet easy to grasp mechanics, it’s the ideal game for building 
relationships...or destroying them!

HOT OFF THE PRESS!  OUR NEWEST GAMES!
Even more cards in a spacious 5.5X8.25” box! Wholesale $12.50, MSRP $24.99
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SKULL KING®: 2-6 PLAYERS, 30 Minutes, ages 8+
Skull King evokes classic trick-taking games, such as Hearts, Spades, or Euchre, where players bid on how many tricks 
they will win each round. While these games share similar foundations, Skull King brings much more to the table, with 
added layers of strategy and intrigue. The included Legendary Expansion provides even more unique twists and fierce, 
yet friendly, competition! New cards, featuring Mermaids, Loot, and the mighty Kraken take Skull King to a whole new 
level. The simple-to-follow rules are clearly and concisely explained, helping to get the party started quickly. This game 
perfectly blends classic strategy and trick-taking gameplay. 

THE BEARS AND THE BEESTM: 2-5 PLAYERS, 30 Minutes, ages 8+
The Bears and The Bees is a charming, tile-placement game, where the first player to get rid of all their cards wins! 
Each of the 104 hexagonal cards is beautifully illustrated with an array of colors on each side. The various types of cards, 
including honeycomb, bees, flowers, and bears, add their own unique twist to the game! Whether you are 8 or 80, you’ll 
love The Bears and the Bees for its good natured, yet competitive mechanics, and its relaxed pace of play. Part puzzle, 
and part contest, it’ll have your mind humming like a bee as you strategize how to best place your cards. While there 
are competitive elements, the game also fosters a feeling of collaboration. The game plays well with 2 to 5 players, so 
whether it’s date night, or game night, Grandpa Beck’s most unique game wins with everyone.

GRANDPA BECK’S GOLF®: 2-5 PLAYERS, 30 Minutes, ages 7+
Grandpa Beck’s Golf plays similar to the classic card game Golf, where the low score wins. But Grandpa Beck’s version 
adds its own unique and strategic twist. Each playing card is illustrated with fun, golf-inspired characters, and beautiful, 
vivid colors that enhance the excitement of each turn. Golf is everything you look for and expect in a card game. It is 
as timeless and classic as Grandpa Beck himself! 

NUTS ABOUT MUTTS®: 3-8 PLAYERS, 30 Minutes, BASIC GAME: 5+ ADVANCED GAME: 8+
Grandpa Beck’s Nuts About Mutts is an innovative spin on the classic hand-elimination card games, where the first player 
to get rid of all their cards wins! With unique twists and fast-paced play, this game is one of a kind! Each card is illus-
trated with vivid colors and fun pup-inspired themes, like fire hydrants, bones, varying breeds of dogs, and more! Nuts 
About Mutts is everything you look for and expect in a card game. Whether you are 5 or 105, Nuts About Mutts will bring 
out the rough-and-tumble energy and canine cunning needed to become top dog! Nuts About Mutts encourages bonding, 
helps create lasting memories, and inspires playful competition.

COVER YOUR ASSETS®: 4-6 PLAYERS, 30 Minutes, ages 7+
Amass a fortune by collecting and building an alternating tower of matching pairs of asset cards. You’ve got to be careful 
though, because the top set of assets on your stack can be stolen by other players if they hold a matching asset or a 
gold or silver wild card. 

This game is fast-paced, competitive, and a more than a little addictive. It’s like a combination of a white elephant gift 
exchange, an estate sale, and Robin Hood.  Your fortune can be made, or lost, in just a few turns. You’re never out of 
the game until the last card is played. 

OUR PROVEN CLASSICS! Wholesale $7.50, MSRP $15 · Six Game Display · Free Shipping on 48 game order!

We welcome sales by all retailers with brick and mortar stores. We do not permit the resale of our games through third party websites, 
such as Amazon, eBay, or Alibaba. You may sell games through your own directly owned store website, but through no other online channels.
We work diligently to maintain our MSRP on Amazon out of respect to our brick and mortar partners. This is done primarily by preventing 
other sellers to sell on Amazon at a lower price. Any retailer found to be selling our games through a third party site will no longer be 
permitted to purchase games for resale.

TO ORDER: Email us at Orders@GrandpaBecksGames.com.  A Quickbooks invoice will be emailed to you with a link that will allow you to 
pay with a credit card through a Quickbooks secure link.  And bonus!  Get a demo copy free with your first order!  

Wholesale is $7.50, ($14.99 Retail) for Cover Your Assets, Skull King, Bears and Bees, Nuts about Mutts, and Golf. Order in multiples of 6, 
Games ship 24 games/case.  6 game display packaging available for this size game. 

Wholesale is $12.50, ($24.99 Retail) for Antiquity Quest and Cover Your Kingdom. Cases ship with 12 games/case.  
Order quantities of 48+ units earn free shipping. For orders under 48 units, $10.00 will be added to assist in the shipping and handling. 

WE’RE HERE TO HELP: Let us know what we can do to support our games in your fine establishment.
GENERAL QUESTIONS:  Grandpa Beck · 206-498-1959 · grandpa@GrandpaBecksGames.com

GRANDPA’S BACKUP & SUPER ASSISTANT: Jessica Beck · jessica@GrandpaBecksGames.com
SOCIAL MEDIA GURU: Loni-WeHeartHashTags-Jenks · Loni@GrandpaBecksGames.com

IN STORE MARKETING OPPORTUNITIES FOR MAXIMUM FUN AND SALES: Jeff Beck · Jeff@GrandpaBecksGames.com
GRAPHICS AND PRETTY PICTURES:  Apryl Stott · Apryl@GrandpaBecksGames.com


